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Trip Summary

Arrival to Prague
Free time
Dinner in local restaurant
Check in hotel Angelo 4* or sim

Breakfast at the Hotel
Half day city tour of Prague with english speaking guide
Visit to Staropramen brewery
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Breakfast at the Hotel
Transfer to Cesky Krumlov
Half day city tour of Cesky Krumlov with english speaking local guide
Transfer back to Prague
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Check out from Angelo hotel 4* or sim
Transfer to Ceske Budejovice
Half day city tour of Ceske Budejovice with english speaking guide
Free time
Dinner in local restaurant
Check in Clarion Congress hotel 4* or sim

Check out from hotel Clarrion congress 4* or sim
Transfer to Passau
Check in hotel Dormero Passau or sim
Free time
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Check out from hotel Dormero Passau or sim 4*
Transfer to Linz
Free time for a walk
Beer tasting on Markt Brauerei in Linz
Check in hotel Boutique Adria 4* or sim

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6
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Check out from Boutique hotel Adria 4* or sim
Half day city tour of Linz with english speaking guide
Free time
Train to Munich
Check in hotel Nh Munich Messe 4* or sim

Breakfast at the Hotel
Half day city tour of Munich with english speaking local guide
BMW Welt - BMW Welt
Haus der Kunst - Haus der Kunst
Allianz Arena & FC Bayern Experience Centre - Allianz Arena & FC Bayern Experience Centre
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Breakfast at the Hotel
Full day tour to visit Neuschwanstein castle -Walt Diesney castle
Lunch in local restaurant
Transfer back to Munich
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Check out from hotel NH Munich Messe 4* or sim
Transfer to airport
END OF THE PROGRAMME

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Day 10
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Day 1

Arrival to Prague
Transfer

Free time

Dinner in local restaurant

Check in hotel Angelo 4* or sim
Overnight
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Day 2

Breakfast at the Hotel

Half day city tour of Prague with english speaking guide
After the ’Velvet Revolution’ in 1989, Prague became an international metropolis with all the usual trappings, but it has also
managed to successfully retain its unspoiled local character. The Czech capital is small and compact, with hospody (beer-
houses) that offer the world’s best beers stationed on every street corner. The most important areas are the central districts
of the city: Staré Město (Old Town), Josefov, Nové Město (New Town), and Malá Strana (Lesser Town). These are best
explored on foot. In recent years, the district of Vinohrady (Vineyards) has established itself as the district favoured by
Pražani (the Prague inhabitants), and the restaurants and cafes lie closely packed.

When you visit Prague, it is worth remembering that not only does the city boast an impressive history, which stretches
back many hundreds of years, but it has also fostered prominent architects, artists, and designers of the 20th century.
Prague was once the centre of Central European modernism, a fact which today, after a long period of dictatorship, has
almost faded into oblivion. During recent years, modernist Czech architecture and interior design have experienced a
recovery, and there is nearly always a good exhibition to see.

Visit to Staropramen brewery

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight
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Day 3

Breakfast at the Hotel

Transfer to Cesky Krumlov

Half day city tour of Cesky Krumlov with english speaking local guide
Český Krumlov, in Bohemia’s deep south, is one of the most picturesque towns in Europe. It’s a little like Prague in
miniature – a Unesco World Heritage Site with a stunning castle above the Vltava River, an old town square, Renaissance
and baroque architecture, and hordes of tourists milling through the streets – but all on a smaller scale; you can walk from
one side of town to the other in 20 minutes. There are plenty of lively bars and riverside picnic spots – in summer it’s a
popular hang-out for backpackers. It can be a magical place in winter, though, when the crowds are gone and the castle is
blanketed in snow.

Transfer back to Prague

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight
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Day 4

Check out from Angelo hotel 4* or sim
Breakfast

Transfer to Ceske Budejovice

Half day city tour of Ceske Budejovice with english speaking guide
České Budějovice is the capital city of the South Bohemian region. It is internationally famous for its beer, known in other
countries as Budweiser, after the German name of the city: Budweis. The city also played a role in one of the greatest
works of Czech literature: The Good Soldier Švejk .

Free time

Dinner in local restaurant

Check in Clarion Congress hotel 4* or sim
Overnight
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Day 5

Check out from hotel Clarrion congress 4* or sim
Breakfast

Transfer to Passau

Check in hotel Dormero Passau or sim

Free time

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight
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Day 6

Check out from hotel Dormero Passau or sim 4*
Breakfast

Transfer to Linz

Free time for a walk

Beer tasting on Markt Brauerei in Linz

Check in hotel Boutique Adria 4* or sim
Overnight
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Day 7

Check out from Boutique hotel Adria 4* or sim
Breakfast

Half day city tour of Linz with english speaking guide
Linz: The city of change – life on the colourful Danube
The European Cultural Capital of 2009 is genuinely unique: Linz is home to Europe‘s most modern opera house and a
vibrant contemporary culture scene, as well as having a flourishing economy with leading international companies. The
superbly-preserved Old Town isn’t the only place where the connection between this legendarily eco-friendly city and its
long history is evident. Yet people in Linz prefer to look to the future – and find the joy of living in the here and now.

Linz is an exciting city, and a successful one at that. Its history has been long and eventful; the expanded city core is
architecturally unique – especially its Baroque Hauptplatz or main square. However, in Linz one prefers not to harp
endlessly on the past: far more attention is paid to the present and the future.

In the middle of Europe
Linz is not only situated in the middle of Europe, at the centre of the Danube-Vltava region of Europe, but is also easily
reachable from all directions (and by all forms of transport). Linz and the Danube are connected by a special relationship.
Linz lies so literally on the Danube that the ships on Europe’s largest waterway sail right through the middle of the city. The
city owes its Roman and Celtic names “Lentia” and “Lentos” to the fact that, here, the course of the Danube bends and
changes direction. And it seems that the ability to change is part of the very essence of Linz.

Changeable Linz
Over the past few years, Linz has developed into an inspiring and lively cultural city. Marked features are its preference for
the contemporary and its willingness to experiment. Since 2013, Linz has been able to boast Europe‘s most modern opera
house, besides a number of theatres and a first-class symphony orchestra. In addition, the city offers sought-after bands,
fascinatingly designed museums, repertory cinemas and cultural centres in all categories and sizes, as well as a vibrant
free scene.

Free time

Train to Munich

Check in hotel Nh Munich Messe 4* or sim
Overnight
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Day 8

Breakfast at the Hotel

Half day city tour of Munich with english speaking local guide
In Munich, it’s the mix that makes the message. Old meets new, past meets present and future, the modern blends
harmoniously with the traditional, bits and bytes with beer, business and leisure. For the visitor, there is never any shortage
of sights to see or activities to engage in.
The Bavarian Metropolis with its 1.5 million inhabitants lies virtually at the centre of Europe.
Munich’s origin goes back to an early settlement of monks from the Tegernsee Monastery which was called “ad Munichen”
(the monks’ home).

The situation leading to its later growth was treated by an act of violence of Henry the Lion, Duke of Bavaria from the
House of Guelph. At that time the salt transports coming from Reichenhall and Hallein had to go over a bridge spanning the
Isar River at Föhring north of Munich. The bridge passage was accompanied by a toll, and this traffic brought considerable
revenue to the Bishop of Freising in whose territory Föhring was located. Henry the Lion had this bridge destroyed forcing
the salt transports to use his new bridge a few miles upstream in ducal territory. On June 14, 1158, the new bridge, the
market, the customs office and the mint at “Munichen” were approved by imperial decree thus in one fell swoop the
monastic settlement assumed a completely different function. The rapidly prospering town was selected by the ruling family
of the Wittelsbach in the middle of the 13th century as its Residence due to a territorial split and in 1294 it was granted a
new municipal charter. During the reign of Emperor Ludwig the Bavarian – of the Wittelsbach family – the city extended its
walls six fold and in 1504 it finally became the capital of the reunited Duchy of Bavaria. Under the 700 years of Wittelsbach
reign as dukes, electors and kings Munich attained increasingly the reputation of being a European centre of culture.

Year after year, Munich takes gold in German city rankings. When asked where they would prefer to live, most Germans
say Munich. The reason is simple: a magic combination of a vigorous economy and top-notch leisure time activities and
outstanding cultural offerings.

Welcome back to Munich! Since Pentecost holidays in Munich are finally possible again:
Hotels and guesthouses can welcome guests again, museums and galleries are open again,
Guided tours are again possible, and the catering trade can again entertain guests inside and outside.
We look forward to seeing you again in Munich!

Please continue to keep a safe distance of at least one and a half metres from other people. In addition, wearing a mouth-
and-nose protector on public transport as well as in all shops, museums, galleries, exhibitions, etc. is prohibited. It is also
compulsory within the catering trade. Non-observance will be prosecuted under criminal law.

Further information can be found at www.muenchen.de/int/en

BMW Welt
Since it opened in 2007, BMW Welt has become one of Bavaria’s most popular tourist attractions. Over two million visitors
flock here every year to experience the wide range of exhibitions, events, the children’s Junior Program and the guided
tours.
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Through COVID-19, the generally known protective measures apply in all houses, which means, among other things, a
distance regulation of at least 1.5 meters as well as compulsory masks. In addition, the total number of people who may
stay in the building is limited.

Further information is available at www.bmw-welt.com

Haus der Kunst
The Haus der Kunst is an internationally leading center for contemporary art featuring an interdisciplinary program. Every
year the gallery presents about ten exhibitions of new talents and established artists. Since 2011 a selection of video art
from the Goetz Collection has been shown in several displays in the former air raid shelter. In addition to exhibitions and
evenbts, great store is set by research, study and dissemination of knowledge.

Due to COVID-19, new rules of conduct and hygiene apply in museums. Keep a safe distance of at least one and a half
meters from other people. In addition, wearing a mouth-and-nose protector on public transport as well as in all museum
exhibitions, etc. is now mandatory. compulsory.
You can find more information on this at www.hausderkunst.de

BMW Welt
Am Olympiapark 1
+49 89 1250 16001

Since it opened in 2007, BMW Welt has become one of Bavaria’s most popular tourist attractions. Over two million visitors
flock here every year to experience the wide range of exhibitions, events, the children’s Junior Program and the guided
tours.

Through COVID-19, the generally known protective measures apply in all houses, which means, among other things, a
distance regulation of at least 1.5 meters as well as compulsory masks. In addition, the total number of people who may
stay in the building is limited.

Further information is available at www.bmw-welt.com
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Allianz Arena & FC Bayern Experience Centre
The futuristic stadium is home to Munich’s two leading clubs, FC Bayern and TSV 1860. Apart from matchdays it has also
become a must-see attraction for every visitor to the city. Take a guided Arena Tour of this extraordinary stadium for a
unique glimpse behind the scenes including the players’ tunnel and the dressing rooms. At the FC Bayern Erlebniswelt,
Germany’s biggest club museum, the history of one of Europe's most famous and successful clubs comes to life via a
captivating blend of information and emotionally-charged stories.

Due to COVID-19, new rules of conduct and hygiene apply in museums. Keep a safe distance of at least one and a half
meters from other people. In addition, wearing a mouth and nose protector (for children from their sixth birthday onwards) is
mandatory on public transport and in all museum exhibitions, etc. compulsory.
You can find more information on this at www.allianz-arena.com

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight

Haus der Kunst
Prinzregentenstraße 1
+49 89 21127113

The Haus der Kunst is an internationally leading center for contemporary art featuring an interdisciplinary program. Every
year the gallery presents about ten exhibitions of new talents and established artists. Since 2011 a selection of video art
from the Goetz Collection has been shown in several displays in the former air raid shelter. In addition to exhibitions and
evenbts, great store is set by research, study and dissemination of knowledge.

Due to COVID-19, new rules of conduct and hygiene apply in museums. Keep a safe distance of at least one and a half
meters from other people. In addition, wearing a mouth-and-nose protector on public transport as well as in all museum
exhibitions, etc. is now mandatory. compulsory.
You can find more information on this at www.hausderkunst.de

Allianz Arena & FC Bayern Experience Centre
Werner-Heisenberg-Allee 25
+49 89 69931-222

The futuristic stadium is home to Munich’s two leading clubs, FC Bayern and TSV 1860. Apart from matchdays it has also
become a must-see attraction for every visitor to the city. Take a guided Arena Tour of this extraordinary stadium for a
unique glimpse behind the scenes including the players’ tunnel and the dressing rooms. At the FC Bayern Erlebniswelt,
Germany’s biggest club museum, the history of one of Europe's most famous and successful clubs comes to life via a
captivating blend of information and emotionally-charged stories.

Due to COVID-19, new rules of conduct and hygiene apply in museums. Keep a safe distance of at least one and a half
meters from other people. In addition, wearing a mouth and nose protector (for children from their sixth birthday onwards) is
mandatory on public transport and in all museum exhibitions, etc. compulsory.
You can find more information on this at www.allianz-arena.com
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Day 9

Breakfast at the Hotel

Full day tour to visit Neuschwanstein castle -Walt Diesney castle
The Neuschwanstein Castle is one of the most visited castles in Germany and one of the most popular tourist destinations
in Europe.

The castle is located in Bavaria, near the town of Fussen. It was built by King Ludwig II of Bavaria, also known as the
“Fairytale King”. See our Neuschwanstein Castle Tour page.

King Ludwig was a great admirer and supporter of Richard Wagner, the world-renowned composer.

Neuschwanstein Castle was built in his honor and many rooms in the castle’s interior were inspired by Wagner’s
characters.

Lunch in local restaurant

Transfer back to Munich

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight
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Day 10

Check out from hotel NH Munich Messe 4* or sim
Breakfast

Transfer to airport

END OF THE PROGRAMME
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